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Abstract
This paper is the second half of a two-part series devoted to the formalization of a combina-
torial model of geometric varieties, generalized maps. We study here how to express continuous
notions like homeomorphisms in the combinatorial world, in order to constructively describe
the well-known theorem of surface classi4cation according to genus, number of boundaries and
orientability coe5cient. We then use the Coq speci4cation elaborated in the previous paper to
prove the 4rst half of this theorem, called the trading theorem.
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1. Introduction
In the 4rst paper of this two-part series, we developed a speci4cation of a topological
model for geometric varieties called generalized maps in a logical framework called
Calculus of Inductive Constructions (CIC) [5]. Expressed in Gallina, the language
designed to communicate with CIC-based proof assistant Coq [2], it has allowed us
to obtain some interesting results on this model, especially the equivalence of the two
fundamentally di>erring de4nitions of generalized maps [3,16], one synthetic and the
other incremental.
The next step is to test this speci4cation, in order to both make sure that our speci4-
cation does represent generalized maps, and that generalized maps indeed are a model
for varieties. To do so, we must prove classic and important theorems on varieties
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in our framework. The most important varieties are those of dimension 2, surfaces
and 3, volumes. Thus, we start by trying to prove a well-known theorem on surfaces,
the classi=cation theorem of surfaces. This theorem states that all surfaces can be
topologically classi4ed according to three numerical characteristics closely related to
the genus, the number of boundaries and the orientability coe5cient.
This is both a fundamental and complex theorem. Proving it raises several challenges,
the most di5cult one being to express this continuity- and homeomorphy-related theo-
rem in our combinatorial and topological framework. The solution we devised required
separate treatment for open and closed surfaces. As the closed case is much more com-
mon in the literature (such as in [1,18], we chose to focus on open surfaces instead.
The classi4cation theorem can be split in two independent parts: the normalization
theorem, which shows that any surface belongs to a class characterized by three inte-
gers, and the simpler trading theorem, which identi4es some of these classes. In this
paper, we only deal with the 4rst of these parts we attacked, the trading theorem. Since
the paper was written, we have also proved the normalization theorem [7]. However, its
proof is so di>erent and complex that we do not have room to tell much about it here.
As far as we know, all existing proofs of the trading theorem are informal to some
degree. They all di>er on some points, the 4rst of which being the mathematical nature
of the considered combinatorial surfaces [10]. We mainly took inspiration in two proofs,
one by Gri5ths [12] and the other by Fomenko [11], as their surfaces de4nition is quite
compatible with ours: surfaces are seen as patchworks of panels (i.e. surface elements
that are homeomorphic to a disc). Gri5th’s proof proceeds by identifying two distinct
subdivisions, Fomenko’s by incrementally turning one into the other. We followed the
latter, as it does not require a graphical interpretation of surfaces like the former does.
A more intuitive version of this proof, expressed in standard mathematical language,
has been published in [8].
Some basic knowledge of the Gallina syntax is required to fully understand this pa-
per and the techniques we use. This paper is structured this way: after this introduction,
two sections sum up the previous paper: generalized maps are quickly presented
(Section 2), and then our speci4cation is outlined (Section 3). A preliminary discussion
on the notions of surfaces and the speci4cation constraints related to the classi4cation
theorem will follow in Section 4. In Section 5, we de4ne general operations on maps
that will be used in the operations introduced in Section 6, called conservative opera-
tions. Section 7 is used to describe a special kind of map called normal maps, and we 4-
nally undertake the proof of the trading theorem in Section 8. We conclude in Section 9.
2. Generalized maps
Generalized maps, or g-maps are a model used in geometry to topologically de-
scribe subdivisions of varieties of any dimension. Varieties of dimension 0 are points,
varieties of dimension 1 are lines, varieties of dimension 2 are surfaces, varieties of
dimension 3 are volumes. Varieties of dimension 4 are sometimes used to represent
some kinds of animations. A generalized map G of dimension n (or n-g-map) is a
(n + 1)-uplet G=(D; 0; 1; : : : ; n). Here D is a set of basic abstract elements called
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Fig. 1. Standard representation of g-maps.
darts, and the i are involutions (i.e. permutations on D such that for any dart x
and any 06i6n; 2i (x)= x). The i being involutions means that for any dart x and
each natural number i, there is a unique dart y (maybe x=y) such that i(x)=y and
i(y)= x. Intuitively, darts are the basic building blocks of g-maps. They can be seen
as half-edges. The i are di>erent ways to link (or sew) them. Each i has a di>erent
meaning: 0 sews darts in order to build vertices, 1 to build simple curves, 2 to
build surfaces, etc. In a n-g-map, the k-cell incident to a dart is the set of darts that
can be reached from this dart by an application of any of combination of any of the
i, except k . Cells are used to de4ne standard geometric notions: the 0-cells are the
vertices, the 1-cells are the edges, and the 2-cells are the faces of the map.
There is another de4nition of generalized maps. Whereas the previous one was syn-
thetical, this one is recursive. A −1-g-map is a set of darts. A 0-g-map is a (−1)-g-map
some darts of which are also 0-sewn (sewn by 0) to themselves or other darts. A
1-g-map is a closed 0-g-map (such that 0 has no 4xpoint, or in other words such
that no dart is 0-sewn to itself) the darts of which are 1-sewn. A 2-g-map is a closed
1-g-map (such that 1 has no 4xpoint) the darts of which are 2-sewn. A n-g-map is a
closed (n− 1)-g-map the darts of which are n-sewn.
The standard graphical representation of darts and sewings is depicted in Fig. 1, in
which x and y are darts. As the i are involutive, they are symmetrical, and hence
they need not be oriented on the 4gure. A dart the k-sewing of which is not explicitly
shown is implicitly k-sewn to itself.
In the previous paper, we have proved that the two de4nitions were equivalent.
3. Specication outline
The speci4cation is described in detail in the previous paper. Here follows an outline
of this speci4cation. There are four axioms in our speci4cation. The 4rst one is that a
set of darts exists. It is called dart. The second one is that equality of darts should
be decidable:
Parameter 1 (DECIDABILITY OF DART EQUALITY).
Parameter EQ DART DEC : (∀x,y:dart) x=y∨¬x=y
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The third axiom is that there exists a function from natural numbers into darts called
idg. The fourth axiom is that idg is injective:
Denition 2 (INJECTIVITY OF THE DART GENERATOR). Equality of images
by idg implies equality of arguments
Axiom IDG INJ : (∀n,n’:nat) (idg n)=(idg n’) → n=n’
This ensures that there is an unlimited supply of distinct darts.
The generalized map speci4cation is structured as a three-level map type hierarchy,
each representing a subtype of the previous. To each level corresponds a concrete type,
respectively fmap, gmap and smap.
3.1. Free maps (fmap)
The 4rst level is the level of free maps, represented by type fmap. A free map is
simply a set of darts, called support of the map, with a 4nite series of 4nite binary
relations between darts, which may or may not belong to the support. In terms of
graphs, they are integer-arc-valued multigraphs, some vertices of which make up the
support. A free map has no dimension. Free maps may be used to represent not only
g-maps, but they also encompass very di>erent other objects, such as combinatorial
maps, as in [21]. In Gallina, they are de4ned as an inductive type:
Denition 1 (FREE MAP).
Inductive fmap : Set :=
v : fmap
| i : dart → fmap → fmap
| l : sw → fmap → fmap
Type sw is the type of sewings. An element of sw is simply a triplet made up of
the dimension of the sewing and the two darts being sewn. Its four main selector are
de4ned as predicates:
• exd, of type dart → fmap → Prop. A dart x and a free map m satisfy exd i>
x belongs to m, i.e. if it has been inserted in m with constructor i;
• nosucc, of type nat → dart → fmap → Prop. A natural number n, a dart x
and a free map m satisfy nosucc i> x has no n-successor in m;
• succ, of type nat → dart → fmap → dart → Prop. A natural number n,
a dart x, a free map m and a dart y satisfy succ i> x has been n-sewn to y in m,
i.e. if the sewing made up of n, x and y has been inserted in m with constructor l;
• alpha, of type nat → fmap → dart → dart → Prop. A natural number n,
a free map m and two darts x and y satisfy alpha either if y is a n-successor of x
in m (i.e. if (succ n x m y)), or if x=y, x belongs to m and x has no k-successor
in m. This selector is a rePexive closure of succ on the subset of darts in m that are
not explicitly sewn in m. For instance, the proposition (alpha n (i x (i y v))
x x) is true. The purpose of alpha is to extend the de4nition domain of succ so
that every dart has a successor.
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These selectors are all decidable. Some of the lemmas expressing it are:
Lemma 1 (DECIDABILITY OF EXISTENCE OF DARTS). For any dart x and any
free map m, either x exists in m, or x does not exist in m
Lemma EXD DEC : (∀x:dart; ∀m:fmap)
(exd x m)∨¬(exd x m)
Lemma 2 (DECIDABILITY OF NOSUCC).
Lemma NOSUCC DEC : (∀k:nat; ∀x:dart; ∀m:fmap)
(nosucc k x m)∨ ¬(nosucc k x m).
Function sos (successor or self) of type nat → dart → fmap → dart com-
putes an alpha-successor of a given dart at a given dimension in a given free map.
The purpose of function sos is to use the successor relation as a function.
Because of our de4nition of free maps, the order in which darts are inserted and
sewn does matter, although we wish it did not. Thus, we de4ne an equivalence relation
that links all free maps that are equal from the semantical point of view, i.e. that have
the same darts and the same sewings, but maybe in a di>erent order:
Denition 2 (OBSERVATIONAL EQUALITY ON FREE MAPS). Two free maps
are observationally equal if the behaviour of alpha and exd is the same on both maps
Inductive ∼= : fmap → fmap → Prop :=
FMEQ : (∀m,m’:fmap)
((∀x:dart) (exd x m) ↔ (exd x m’))
→ ((∀n:nat; ∀x,y:dart)
(alpha n m x y) ↔ (alpha n m’ x y))
→ (m ∼= m’)
We also de4ne the notion of path. A path is an itinerary that may be followed from
any path. A path is isomorphic to a list of natural numbers, its elements are called
directions. Intuitively, following a path p = (p0; p1; : : : ; pn) from dart x consists in
starting at dart x, then applying p0 , then p1 , and so on, until reaching a 4nal desti-
nation dart. Function follow, of type fmap → dart → path → dart, performs
this operation. Later we will need to automatically compute a path p that joins two
darts x and y in a free map m (i.e. such that y=(follow m x p)), and such that all
its directions satisfy a predicate. The function that performs this is getpath. It has
four nonimplicit arguments. The 4rst one is a proof term that the condition that direc-
tions must satisfy is decidable. The second one is the free map in which the path is
computed, and the last two ones are the beginning and the end of the path.
3.2. Generalized maps (gmap)
The second level is the level of generalized maps, represented by type gmap. Their
speci4cation is a straightforward translation of the mathematical de4nition given in
the previous section: the gmap are fmaps the binary relations of which satisfy the
properties of the i. In the CIC, a natural way to express this is to exploit the fact
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that proofs are the same kind of objects as concrete objects such as free maps. Thus,
a gmap is de4ned as a triplet made up of a fmap called support of the generalized
map, a dimension and a term of proof that the support and the dimension satisfy a
well-formedness predicate, noted wf. Predicate wf basically is a formal expression of
the properties of the i in a g-map.
There are three selectors on gmap, actually projectors: the support projector
ngsupport of type gmap → fmap, the dimension projector ngdim of type gmap →
nat and the well-formedness proof projector ngwf of type (∀m:gmap) (wf (ngdim
m) (ngsupport m)). The 4rst two selectors are implicit, which means that whenever
in a formula term m is found when a term of type fmap is expected, then m is im-
plicitly replaced with (ngsupport m). Similarly, when m is found where a natural is
expected, it is implicitly replaced with (ngdim m);
Sewn maps (smap). The third level is the level of the sewn maps, or s-maps, repre-
sented by type smap. It is a subset of the free maps, built only with the help of a
high-level cell-sewing operation noted sm. This operation, of type nat → fmap →
dart → dart → fmap, sews the (n − 1)-cells that are incident to the two argu-
ment darts. For instance, (sm 0) and (sm 1) respectively 0- and 1-sew darts, (sm 2)
sews whole edges, (sm 3) sews whole faces. Much like gmap, smap is de4ned as
a triplet of a natural number, the dimension, a free map, the support, and a proof
of well-constructedness of the support, guaranteeing that it has been built only using
sm and only when appropriate preconditions are satis4ed. We have proved that well-
constructedness at a dimension entails well-formedness at the same dimension. Thus,
all sewn maps can also be seen as generalized map (while the converse is far from
true). It is easy to build a projection from smap into gmap, called s ng. Intuitively,
this projection simply amounts to a type conversion, much like unsigned integers may
be converted to signed integers. This projection is also made implicit, so that whenever
a gmap is expected and a smap is provided, it is replaced by its image by s ng.
In this hierarchy, the higher the level, the more specialized the objects and the
more complex the constructors. Many of the operations that we are interested in are
operations on the g-maps, and hence that will be applied only to g-maps. In order to
specify them formally, it is however much more simple to formulate them at the level
of the fmap, having no concern for their behaviour when they are applied to fmaps
that are not g-map supports, i.e. that do not satisfy predicate wf. We then show that
whenever they are applied to g-map supports, they also yield g-map supports. Formally,
this amounts to showing that these operations preserve predicate wf.
One important thing to bear in mind is that, due to technical constraints, generalized
maps of dimension n are actually represented by an object of type gmap with dimension
(n+ 1).
4. The classication theorem
The theorem that we are trying to prove states that it is possible to classify surfaces
into a small number of classes with respect to their topology. There are many ways
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Fig. 2. Examples of panels.
Fig. 3. Examples of surfaces.
to de4ne surface topology that often di>er on the precise class of objects that are
called surfaces. Our de4nition of surfaces is inspired from Gri5th and Fomenko, it
is quite classic and intuitive. A surface is made up of simple basic elements called
panels. A panel is any surface that is homeomorphic to a disc, i.e. a surface that can
be continuously transformed into a disc and vice-versa. In other words, a panel is
the interior of a simple 4nite closed curve without any self-intersection (also called a
Jordan curve). Fig. 2 shows examples of panels; thick lines are the actual edges of
the panels, while thin lines are only here for the reader to visualize more easily these
3D shapes.
By de4nition, a panel has a single edge. A sphere and an annulus, for instance, are
not panels, as they respectively have 0 and 2 edges. Informally, we call surface any
panel patchwork built along the following guidelines:
1. Panels may only be sewn along their edges or parts of their edges, and not on their
interior or isolated points of their edges. A panel may be sewn to itself.
2. A part of the edge of a panel may be sewn to at most one panel.
Any closed surfaces is obtained from an open surface with a single boundary by
sewing a panel, called a lid, along this boundary. In this case, the open surface can be
seen as a punctured version of the closed surface.
The objects depicted in Fig. 3 are surfaces. The 4fth surface is a MRobius strip, i.e. a
strip that has been twisted before its ends are glued. We can see that surfaces may be
either open (like a panel or an annulus) or closed (like a sphere or any polyhedron),
i.e. with or without unsewn edges. Likewise, surfaces may be nonorientable, like the
aforementioned MRobius strip, or Klein bottles. Objects in Fig. 4 are not surfaces. The
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Fig. 4. Examples of non-surfacic objects.
Fig. 5. Continuous transformation from a disc to a triangle.
Fig. 6. Continuous transformation from a cube to a pyramid.
4rst of them is made up using an arc, hence not only using panels, which is forbidden.
The second and fourth ones are both made up of two panels sewn along a single
point, which violates rule 1. The third one is made up of three panels sewn along the
same boundary part, thus violating rule 2. Because of our de4nitions, the classi4cation
theorem does not apply to these objects.
Obviously, generalized maps of dimension 2 are well adapted to represent this kind
of surfaces. Indeed, a 2-g-map is made up of a closed 1-g-map without 4xpoints for
1 that are 2-sewn to one another with a cell sewing operation that is used to sew
whole 0-cells, i.e. edges. A 1-g-map that has no 4xpoint for 1 is in fact a collection of
cycles of darts that are alternately 0- and 1-sewn. It is easy to see that these cycles can
perfectly represent panels, while edge sewing represents sewing along the boundaries
of these cycles.
By de4nition, two surfaces are in the same equivalence class if they are homeo-
morphic, i.e. if there is an inversible transformation that turns one into the other that
is continuous and the inverse of which is also continuous. Intuitively, surfaces can be
seen as pieces of an elastic 4lm that may be stretched or compressed at will; two
surfaces are homeomorphic if one may be stretched to match the other. For instance,
a disc is homeomorphic to a triangle, or any polygon, as seen in Fig. 5. Thus, a disc
and a triangle are members of the same class. Likewise, a cube is homeomorphic to a
pyramid (Fig. 6).
This is obviously a geometric condition, i.e. a condition on the actual shape of the
objects, and not only their structure. Thus, we have to 4nd a coherent and satisfying
way to express it in terms of topology, at the level of surface subdivisions.
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Fig. 7. Surface P1;1;1: a disc, a ring, a punctured torus and a MRobius strip sewn together along their boundaries.
The classi4cation theorem informally states:
“Any open surface belongs to at least one class. All the members of a class are
homeomorphic. Each class is characterized by a triplet of naturals (p; q; r) with
r62 and p¿1.”
The three naturals have geometric interpretations. Number p is the number of bound-
aries of the surface, q is the number of handles (torus-like shapes), and r is the number
of twists. In order to prove the theorem, we give special attention to particular surfaces
noted Pp;q;r . These surfaces are later meant to be normal elements of the classes.
Denition 3 (SURFACES Pp;q;r). They are recursively de4ned by :
• P1;0;0 is a disc;
• Pp+2;0;0 is made up of Pp+1;0;0 to which we sew an ear, i.e. an annulus;
• Pp;q+1;0 is made up of Pp;q;0 to which we sew a bridge, i.e. a punctured torus. As
we only sew along edges, the bridge is sewn at the puncture, which is the only edge
of the puctured torus;
• Pp;q;r+1 is made up of Pp;q;r to which we sew a twisted ear, i.e. a MRobius strip.
Fig. 7 is one of these surfaces. All the Pp;q;r are geometric surfaces. A surface is
said to be “geometric” to underline the metric aspect of the surface, in order to sig-
nify that the surface belongs to a metric space. This is in opposition to the notion of
combinatorial surface, for which only the way the elements of a surface are linked
matters. A combinatorial surface is independent of the space in which it may be rep-
resented. Because of their geometric nature, the previous rules are obviously too weak
to unequivocally de4ne surfaces Pp;q;r: for instance, the rule that de4nes P1;0;0 does not
specify a center or a radius for the disc. However, as we later only work on surface
topology, setting such values is useless, as they would be ignored anyway.
Intuitively, adding an ear to a surface adds one boundary. Surface Pp;q;r hence has p
boundaries. With the help of these surfaces, we will restate the classi4cation theorem for
open surfaces by splitting it into the two subtheorems, as mentioned in the introduction:
• Normalization theorem : “For any open surface S there is a triplet (p; q; r) ∈ N3
such that S is homeomorphic to Pp;q;r”.
• Trading theorem : “For any triplet (p; q; r) such that r¿1, surface Pp;q+1;r is home-
omorphic to Pp;q;r+2”.
Intuitively, the trading theorem states that two twisted ears can be traded for a
bridge in the Pp;q;r surfaces when r¿3, hence its name. It is easy to see how the
classi4cation theorem may be obtained from the normalization theorem and the trading
theorem. Remember that this paper does not address the normalization theorem.
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Proving the trading theorem amounts to showing that each surface Pp;q+1;r is home-
omorphic to surface Pp;q;r+2. To do so, we must then express the fact that two maps
are topologically equivalent. If we really want to be complete, we should formally
specify what the topology of a surface is, prove that 2-g-maps allow to unambiguously
represent the topologies of a 2-g-maps. We have chosen to skip this part, leaving it
to the reader’s intuition to believe or not that our notion of topological equivalence is
valid or not. This is the most obvious objection to our results.
We state that two maps are topologically equivalent if one is obtained from the other
by applying a series of operations that are strongly believed to preserve the topology
of their 2-g-map arguments. We call such transformations conservative. These are will-
ingly very simple, so that we easily believe that they actually are homeomorphisms,
which we will then postulate. The following two sections describe these operations, the
4rst dealing with general and simple auxilliary functions, while the second lists these
operations and the preconditions to their use.
5. Miscellaneous operations on maps
A large share of the operations we are interested in are operations on g-maps, and
hence that will only be applied to g-maps. As we have already seen in the previous
article, it is much simpler to formulate them at the fmap level, with no concern for
their behaviour when they are applied to ill-formed free maps, and then prove that
they preserve well-formedness, which means that whenever they are applied to g-map
supports they also yield g-map supports. These operations do not have any precondi-
tions, because they are fmap operations, hence work on any free map. However, some
preconditions must be satis4ed if they are expected to preserve well-formedness, so
that they can be used as operations that both take and yield generalized maps. General
preconditions are not given here as we do not use them.
5.1. Deletion of a dart
This operation is the converse of i, it allows the deletion of all occurrences of a
dart in a free map:
Denition 4 (DELETION OF A DART).
Fixpoint del : dart → fmap → fmap
:= x:dartmfmap
Cases m of
v ⇒ v
| (i x’ m’) ⇒ Cases (EQ DART DEC x x’) of
(left ) ⇒ (del x m’)
| (right ) ⇒ (i x’ (del x m’))
end
| (l s m’) ⇒ (l s (del x m’))
end.
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Fig. 8. Example of ripping of cells.
This is a really low-level operation. It obviously does not preserve well-formedness.
5.2. Ripping of sewings
This operation is the reverse of l, it allows to remove all sewings at a given di-
mension between two darts:
Denition 5 (RIPPING SEWINGS).
Fixpoint rip : sw → fmap → fmap
:= s:sw m:fmap
Cases m of
v ⇒ v
| (i x m’) ⇒ (i x (rip s m’))
| (l s’ m’) ⇒ Cases (EQ SW DEC s s’) of
(left ) ⇒ (rip s m’)
| (right ) ⇒ (l s’ (rip s m’))
end
end.
5.3. Ripping of cells
This operation is the reverse of sm, it allows to rip a sewing wherever sm would
have added one. Its de4nition is also de4ned in two steps. The intermediary function is
the same one as sm in which all applications of l have been replaced by applications of
rip. The di>erence in the external function is that it is useless to specify a y. Indeed,
as in gmap the (alpha i) are functional, x can only have previously been sewn to
its -successors (Fig. 8):
Denition 6 (RIPPING OF SEWINGS, INTERNAL FUNCTION WITH TWO
FREE MAP PARAMETERS).
Fixpoint unsm int :
nat → fmap → fmap → dart → dart → fmap
:= n:nat mvar,mcst:fmap x,y:dart
Cases mvar of
v ⇒ mcst
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| (i x’ mvar’) ⇒
Cases (getpath (LE2 DEC n) mcst x x’) of
(value p) ⇒ (rip (c n x’ (follow mcst y p))
(rip (c n (follow mcst y p) x’)
(unsm int n mvar’ mcst x y)))
| error ⇒ (unsm int n mvar’ mcst x y)
end
| (l mvar’) ⇒ (unsm int n mvar’ mcst x y)
end
Denition 7 (RIPPING OF CELLS).
Definition unsm : nat → fmap → dart → fmap
:= n:nat m:fmap x:dart (unsm int n m m x (sos n x m))
The similarity between the de4nitions of sm and unsm allows to reuse the scripts of
proofs of properties of sm to prove their counterparts of unsm with only minor spot
modi4cations.
5.4. Computing the boundary neighbor
This is a g-map operation. It is de4ned in several steps. The 4rst is to de4ne boundary
neighborhood, by adapting the informal de4nition given in the previous paper, and
repeated here:
Denition 8 (BOUNDARY NEIGHBORHOOD). For any dart x, dart y ∈ D is called
boundary-neighbor of x if:
• y is incident to a boundary (i.e. 2(y) = y);
• k is the smallest natural number such that y = (2 ◦ 1)k(x) and y = x.
The formal predicate for boundary neighborhood is noted bnd for boundary neighbor
de4nition. It must be de4ned as a Set rather than a Prop for practical reasons.
Denition 9 (BOUNDARY NEIGHBORHOOD). Let m be a gmap and d a dart. Dart
x is a boundary neighbor of d in m if x=d, if m−1(x) = x, and if there is a natural
k such that (m−2 ◦ m−1)k(d) = x
Inductive bnd : gmap → dart → dart → Set
:= BND : (∀m:gmap; ∀d,x:dart; ∀k:nat)
x=d → (sos (m-1) x m)=x
→ (follow m d (pathrep
(pcons (m-2) (pcons (m-1) pnil)) k))=x
→ (bnd m d x).
Obviously, if m is of dimension 0 or 1, no dart has a boundary neighbor, as in
that case (m−2 ◦ m−1)(d) = k0(d) = 2k0 (d) = d; hence x=d is impossible. The
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algorithm we wish to use to compute a boundary neighbor consists in iterating ap-
plications of (m−2 ◦ m−1) until a dart x is reached such that m−1(x) = x. We
would like to translate this in Gallina as a recursive function that would test whether
a dart x belongs to a boundary, and would then yield x, or that would otherwise
recursively call itself with m−2 ◦ m−1(x) for argument. The argument of the func-
tion in the recursive call is obviously syntactically longer than the initial argument
x. The problem is that Gallina forbids recursive functions such that the argument
on which the recursion is based does not syntactically shrink in order to avoid non-
terminating functions. Thus, we must use another approach to de4ne our boundary
neighbor computing function. It consists in 4rst proving the existence of a boundary
neighbor:
Lemma 3 (EXISTENCE OF A BOUNDARY NEIGHBOR). Let m be a gmap, and d
a dart. Then there exists a dart x such that if d is a dart of m that is m−1-sewn to
itself and if m is at least of dimension 2 then x is a boundary neighbor of d.
Lemma EXISTS BND :
(∀m:gmap; ∀d:dart)
(∃x : dart | (exd d m) → (sos (m-1) d m)=d
→ 2 6 m → (bnd m d x))
In Gallina, the proof of existence of an object satisfying a predicate is a quadruplet
made up of the type of the object, of the predicate, of the witness and of a proof that
the witness satis4es the predicate:
Denition 10 (EXISTENCE (BUILT-IN)).
Inductive ∃: (∀A:Set) (A → Prop) → Set
:= exist : (∀A:Set; ∀P:(A → Prop)) (∀x:A) (P x)
→ (∃a : A | (P a)).
In order to obtain a witness from a proof of existence, the proof term, which can
only be one of these quadruplets, must simply be decomposed and its third element
returned. For boundary neighbor computing, the proof term formed from EXISTS BND
is thus decomposed:
Denition 11 (COMPUTING A BOUNDARY NEIGHBOR).
Definition bn : gmap → dart → dart
:= m:gmap d:dart
Cases (EXISTS BND m d) of (exist x ) ⇒ x end.
By extracting another element of the quadruplet, we prove that (bn m x) is a bound-
ary neighbor of x when the premises that appear in the de4nition of EXISTS BND are
satis4ed. Note that (bn m x) may not be a boundary neighbor of x if these premises
are not satis4ed.
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A variant of bn would have been to prove the following lemma, which is equivalent
to EXISTS EXD:
Lemma 4 (EXISTENCE OF A BOUNDARY NEIGHBOR, VARIANT). Let m be a
gmap of dimension 2 or more and d a dart of m that is m−1-sewn to itself. Then d
has a boundary neighbor
Lemma EXISTS BND 2 :
(∀m:gmap; ∀d:dart)
(exd d m) → (sos (m-1) d m)=d → 2 6 m
→ (∃x : dart | (bnd m d x))
The boundary neighbor would have been de4ned much like bn:
Denition 12 (COMPUTING A BOUNDARY NEIGHBOR, VARIANT).
Definition bn 2 : (∀m:gmap; ∀d:dart) (exd d m)
→ (sos (m-1) d m)=d → 2 6 m → dart
:= m:gmap d:dart e:(exd d m)
egs:((sos (m-1) d m)=d) ledim:(2 6 m)
Cases (EXISTS BND 2 e egs ledim) of
(exist x ) ⇒ x end.
Instead of being parametrized simply by a g-map and a dart, this new function also
takes three proof terms as arguments. The main advantage of this version over the
previous is that it can be proved that all of its images are boundary neighbors of its
arguments. In the case of bn, it will always be necessary to make a small proof that the
result is indeed a boundary neighbor of the argument, which increases the number of
intermediary propositions that must be proved in a proof that uses boundary neighbor
computing. Another advantage is that it has much clearer semantics, as it always returns
a boundary neighbor of its argument and never some random dart. The 4rst shortcom-
ing of bn 2 is its worse readability. But most of all, it is much more bulky to use than
bn, because it uses three proof arguments instead of two arguments of type gmap and
dart. This issue is especially visible when computing the boundary neighbor of a dart
x in a g-map m. Depending on our version choice, it can either be formalized by (bn
(bn x m) m) or by (bn 2 e1 egs1 ledim) with the three proof terms e1: (exd
(bn 2 e2 egs2 ledim) m), e2: (exd x m), egs1: ((sos (m-1) (bn 2 e2 egs2
ledim) m) = (bn 2 e2 egs2 ledim)), egs2: ((sos (m-1) x m) = x) et
ledim: (2 6 m). In the case of bn 2, 4ve new intermediary proof constants must
be added to the environment. In 4ne, no matter whether we use bn or bn 2, these
proof will have to be performed. But in the case of bn 2, they have to be per-
manently kept in the proof environment of Coq, which tends to grow it very fast
and hence drowning the important local hypotheses in a sea of intermediary propo-
sitions that are only really used to formulate instances of bn 2. These are general
methodologic remarks that apply to any function extracted from conditional existence
theorems.
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We have also proved the functionality of boundary neighborhood. As this property
is not useful for our further proofs, and as it takes a complicated a long proof that is
split into several lemmas, we do not further address this property.
6. Conservative 2-g-map operations
From now on until the end of the paper, we only work with 2-g-maps. Moreover,
we try to work in smap as much as possible, as they are much more regular and thus
facilitate developments.
In this section, we list the conservative operations, i.e. operations on generalized
maps that are believed not to modify their topology, and the preconditions to their use.
After that, all these operations and preconditions will be put together in a predicate
that expresses the notion of topological equivalence.
In reality, there are two kinds of preconditions. The 4rst kind, which we have just
mentioned, are suggested by intuition and are used to ensure some kind of topologi-
cal equivalence. They are called topological preconditions. A topological precondition
expresses a su5cient, but maybe not necessary, condition for the operation to be con-
servative. There may be other situations where they also are conservative, but this is
of no interest for us. The other ones stem from our speci4cation strategy which con-
sists in 4rst de4ning operations on free maps and then only use them with g-maps.
Indeed, this technique requires that operations preserve well-constructedness or well-
formedness, which may not be the case. This is why, for each of these operations,
we add a set of stability preconditions, that ensure that applying the corresponding
operation to g-maps yields g-maps. Note that as we work modulo ∼= -equality, we
decide that stability preconditions only have to ensure that, when applied to s-maps,
the operation yield well-formed maps, and not mandatorily well constructed. Indeed,
the resulting well-formed map then simply has to be s-converted to get a ∼= -equal
s-map. This operation property is called weak stability of well-constructedness. Fig. 9
illustrates this process. In general, we put the lemmas proving the stability of opera-
tion op under precondition precond into the form (∀m:smap) precond → (wf 3
(op m)). Stability preconditions really do not have interesting interpretations from the
topology point of view, and have no meaning in the combinatorial geometry point
of view. They are mere artefacts of our speci4cation techniques and of the particular
algorithms we choose when formalizing operations. The only link between the stabil-
ity and topological preconditions of an operation is that the stability preconditions are
Fig. 9. The two steps to de4ne conservative operations on smap: loss of well-constructedness (wcst) in
favor of well-formedness (wf) is recovered by s-conversion.
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Fig. 10. Example of edge deletion.
implicitly assumed when de4ning topological preconditions. Thus, whenever a condition
would occur in both topological and stability preconditions, it is only featured in the
stability preconditions. This is allowed as both precondition types are supposed to be
satis4ed before the corresponding operations would be used.
As usual, we prove for each operation a number of lemmas that describe the be-
haviour of selectors after their application. These are rather dull theorems, and they
are very numerous. This is why we chose not to present them.
Note that proving the theorem for closed surfaces would require another set of con-
servative operations, as most of these operations require a boundary to be applied. This
is why, for lack of time, closed surfaces have not been studied yet. Another approach
would be to assume that puncturing a closed surface, then modifying the resulting open
surface, and 4nally closing the hole, preserves the topology of the surface, which is
not obvious.
6.1. Deletion of an edge
6.1.1. De=nition
The operation deledge allows to delete the edge to which a given dart belongs
and join the two remaining edges (Fig. 10). We specify it as a combination of dart
deletions, cell rippings and sewings. This operation may also be interpreted as a fusion
of the two vertices bound by the edge incident to x.
Denition 13 (DELETION OF AN EDGE). Let m be a fmap and x a dart. All sewings
from x, (sos 0 x m), (sos 2 x m) and (sos 2 (sos 0 x m) m) are ripped, then
these darts are deleted, and 4nally (sos 1 x m) is sewn to (sos 1 (sos 0 x m) m)
and (sos (1) (sos (2) x m) m) to (sos (1) (sos (2) (sos (0) x m) m) m)
Definition deledge : fmap → dart → fmap
:= m:fmap x:dart
[x0 := (sos 0 x m)] [x1 := (sos 1 x m)]
[x2 := (sos 2 x m)]
[x02 := (sos 2 (sos 0 x m) m)]
[x21 := (sos 1 (sos 2 x m) m)]
[x01 := (sos 1 (sos 0 x m) m)]
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Fig. 11. Cases where psdeledge is not satis4ed.
[x021 := (sos 1 (sos 2 (sos 0 x m) m) m)]
(sm 1 (sm 1 (del x02 (del x0 (del x2 (del x
(unsm 1 (unsm 1 (unsm 1 (unsm 1
(unsm 0 (unsm 0 (unsm 2 m x) x) x2)
x) x2) x0) x02)))))
x21 x021) x1 x01).
Notice that this function allows to delete 2-sewn as well as 2-unsewn edges.
6.1.2. Stability precondition, stability lemma and localized function
This operation requires a six-part stability precondition expressed in a predicate
psdeledge (preconditions of stability for deledge):
Denition 14 (PRECONDITION OF STABILITY FOR DELEDGE). See Fig. 11
for forbidden cases
Definition psdeledge : smap → dart → Prop
:= m:gmap x:dart
3=m
∧ x=(sos 2 (sos 1 x m) m)
∧ x=(sos 2 (sos 0 (sos 1 x m) m) m)
∧ x=(sos 0 (sos 1 (sos 2 x m) m) m)
∧ x=(sos 1 (sos 0 x m) m)
∧ x=(sos 0 (sos 2 (sos 1 (sos 0 x m) m) m) m).
As shown in Fig. 11, the precondition on x forbids the suppression of three kinds
of edges: folded edges with or without crossing, and loops, whether they are 2-sewn
to themselves or not. The number next to each dart shows which inequality in the
de4nition of pcdeledge forbids to apply deledge to this dart. The associated stability
lemma is obviously:
Lemma 5 (WEAK STABILITY OF WELL-CONSTRUCTEDNESS BY DELEDGE).
Lemma S WF DELEDGE : (∀m:smap; ∀x:dart)
(psdeledge m x) → (wf 3 (deledge m x)).
With the help of this lemma, we de4ne a variant of deledge that is localized on
the smap (i.e. with an argument and a result that are both in smap):
Denition 15 (DELETION OF AN EDGE IN A SMAP).
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Definition sdeledge : (∀m:smap; ∀x:dart)
→ (psdeledge m x) → smap
:= m:smap x:dart p:(psdeledge m x)
(ng s (mkng (S WF DELEDGE p))).
To understand this function, let us take a closer look at its subterms:
• Its argument p is of type (psdeledge m x), hence it is a proof that m and x satisfy
the stability preconditions of deledge;
• Term (mkng (S WF DELEDGE p)) is of type gmap, it is the g-map of support
(deledge m x), of dimension 3 and with (mkng (S WF DELEDGE mp)) as a proof
of well-formedness;
• Term (ng s (mkng (S WF DELEDGE p))) is of type smap. By de4nition of ng s it
is a s-map ∼= -equal to its argument and also sharing its dimension. Thus, it is a
s-map with a support equivalent to (deledge m x) and of dimension 3.
6.1.3. Topological precondition
We postulate that the application of sdeledge preserves topology in the following
two cases (Fig. 12):
1. When the vertex incident to x is an inner vertex, i.e. it is incident to no boundary.
In this case, the deleted edge is always 2-sewn to another edge. The edge deletion
then consists in combining two neighboring vertices, one of which is inner;
2. When this edge belongs to a boundary, and it is not a boundary by itself, in other
words when it is not an elementary loop tied to a vertex. All that needs to be
checked is that x is its own 2-successor, and that its boundary neighbor is not the
0-successor of its boundary neighbor.
The “inner” property is speci4ed as such:
Denition 16 (INNER VERTEX). A vertex that is incident to a given dart is inner
if this dart has no boundary neighbor
Definition innervertex : gmap → dart → Prop
:= m:gmap d:dart (∀x:dart) ¬(bnd m d x).
Fig. 12. Edge deletion is only allowed with x as one of the dotted darts. The ones on the left-hand 4gure
are in the 4rst case, the ones on the right-hand 4gure are in the second case.
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The two cases are grouped into a single predicate named ptdeledge (preconditions
related to topology for deledge) :
Denition 17 (PRECONDITIONSRELATEDTOTOPOLOGYFORSDELEDGE).
Definition ptdeledge : smap → dart → Prop
:= m:smap x:dart
(innervertex m x) ∨ x=(sos 2 x m) ∧ ¬(bn m x)=(sos 0 x m).
To summarize, both preconditions predicates must be satis4ed in order to use prop-
erly sdeledge. Stability preconditions are absolutely necessary, as a proof that they
are satis4ed is an argument of sdeledge; thus this function cannot even be used if
stability preconditions are not satis4ed. Topological preconditions are there to ensure
that the operation does not alter the topology of the surface represented by the g-map.
6.2. Stretching a vertex with an open edge
6.2.1. De=nition
An open edge is an edge that is incident to a boundary, i.e. the darts of which are
2-sewn to themselves. This operations allows to stretch the vertex incident to one of
the darts by inserting an open edge between this dart and its 1-successor (Fig. 18).
This function is called stro (stretch with open edge). This operation may be seen
as the converse of deledge for open edges. It takes four arguments: in addition to
the map it a>ects and the dart used to locate the vertex, it must be given two darts
that will make up the new edge. We could use dart generator idgen to automatically
generate them, but we rather use it later to make some computings easier.
Denition 18 (STRETCHING A VERTEX WITH AN OPEN EDGE). Let m be a
free map and x, newx and newy three darts. This function rips the sewings of x at
dimension 1, then adds an edge made up of newx and newy, then 1-sews newy to
(sos 1 x m) and newx to x (Fig. 13)
Definition stro : fmap → dart → dart → dart → fmap
m:fmap x,newx,newy:dart
(sm 1 (sm 1 (sm 0 (i newx (i newy (unsm 1 m x)))
newx newy) newy (sos 1 m x)) newx x).
Fig. 13. Example of stretching of a vertex with an open edge.
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6.2.2. Stability preconditions, stability lemma and localized function
There are 4ve stability preconditions:
Denition 19 (STABILITY PRECONDITIONS FOR STRO). Let m be a gmap, and
x, newx and newy three darts. If m is of dimension 3, if x belongs to m and newx and
newy do not, and if these last two darts are distinct, then the stability precondtions for
stro are satis4ed
Definition psstro : smap → dart → dart
→ dart → fmap
m:fmap x,newx,newy:dart
3=m ∧ (exd x m) ∧ ¬(exd newx m)
∧ ¬(exd newy m) ∧ newx =newy.
Lemma 6 (WEAK STABILITY OF WELL-FORMEDNESS BY STRO).
Lemma S WF STRO : (∀m:smap; ∀x,nx,ny:dart)
(psstro m x nx ny) → (wf 3 (stro m x nx ny)).
Denition 20 (STRETCHING A VERTEXWITH AN OPEN EDGE IN A S-MAP).
Definition sstro : (∀m:smap; ∀x,newx,newy:dart)
(psstro m x newx newy) → smap
:= m:fmap x,newx,newy:dart
p:(psstro m x newx newy)
(ng s (mkng (S WF STRO p))).
6.2.3. Topological preconditions
Stretching a vertex with an open edge is only allowed when the vertex belongs to a
boundary. This ensures that it only lengthens an existing boundary, and does not create
a new one.
Denition 21 (PRECONDITIONS RELATED TO TOPOLOGY FOR SSTRO).
Definition ptstro : smap → dart → dart
→ dart → fmap
:= m:smap x,y,z:dart ¬(innervertex m x).
6.3. Stretching a vertex with a closed edge
6.3.1. De=nition
A closed edge is obviously an edge all the darts of which are 2-sewn to other darts.
This operation, called strc, consists in stretching a vertex at two places with open
edges, then 2-sewing the new edges (Fig. 19). In other words, it consists in splitting a
vertex in two and then join the two new vertices with a closed edge. Clearly, previous
operation stro can be used to de4ne this operation. We could even use sstro, the
s-map version of stro, but this would require to add proof terms in the arguments
of strc. In order to remain coherent with the other operations, we try to avoid this.
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Fig. 14. Example of stretching with a closed edge.
The stretching operations are inspired by Tutte’s operations on combinatorial oriented
maps [22].
Denition 22 (STRETCHING A VERTEX WITH A CLOSED EDGE). Let m be a
fmap and x, y, nx, ny, nx’ and ny’ six darts. The function proceeds by stretching the
vertex incident to x with the open edge made up of nx and ny, then does the same at
y with darts nx’ and ny’ (Fig. 14). Finally, the two new edges are 2-sewn, with dart
nx being sewn to dart nx’
Definition strc : fmap → dart → dart → dart
→ dart → dart → dart → fmap
:= m:smap x,y,nx,ny,nx’,ny’:dart
(sm 2 (stro (stro m x nx ny) y nx’ ny’)
nx nx’).
6.3.2. Stability preconditions, stability lemma and localized function
The stability preconditions for strc are simply a conjunction of those needed for
the two applications of stro:
Denition 23 (STABILITY PRECONDITIONS FOR STRC).
Definition psstrc : fmap → dart → dart → dart
→ dart → dart → dart → Prop
:= m:smap x,y,nx,ny,nx’,ny’:dart
3=m ∧ (exd x m) ∧ (exd y m) ∧ ¬(exd nx m)
∧ ¬(exd ny m) ∧ ¬(exd nx’ m) ∧ ¬(exd ny’ m)
∧ nx=ny ∧ nx=nx’ ∧ nx=ny’
∧ ny=nx’ ∧ ny=ny’ ∧ nx’ =ny’.
Lemma 7 (WEAK STABILITY OF WELL-FORMEDNESS BY STRC).
Lemma S WF STRC :
(∀m:smap; ∀x,y,nx,ny,nx’,ny’:dart)
(psstrc m x y nx ny nx’ ny’)
→ (wf 3 (strc m x y nx ny nx’ ny’)).
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Denition 24 (STRETCHING A VERTEX WITH A CLOSED EDGE IN A S-
MAP).
Definition sstrc :
(∀m:smap; ∀x,y,nx,ny,nx’,ny’:dart)
(psstrc m x y nx ny nx’ ny’) → smap
:= m:fmap x,nx,ny,nx’,ny’:dart
p:(pcstrc m x y nx ny nx’ ny’)
(ng s (mkng (S WF STRC p))).
6.3.3. Topological preconditions
The 4rst precondition is easy, it states that the two darts x and y must be incident to
the same vertex. But this is not enough: there may be a problem when sewing the two
new edges. Indeed, in some cases, the edges may be sewn in the wrong way, which
would add a twist in this place. These cases are easily identi4ed. Let x be a dart of
the vertex to stretch. We consider the set B of darts of the same vertex that may be
reached from x by iterating applications of 2 ◦ 1 or its inverse 1 ◦ 2 without ever
going back, i.e. never going through a boundary dart, which by de4nition is a 4xpoint
of 2. Intuitively, we thus get every second dart, minus the boundary darts. If strc is
applied at x and any other dart y, it adds a twist i> x belongs to D, which must be
avoided (Fig. 20). It is quite easy to see, especially with the help of Fig. 20, that the
rest of the darts, being the darts that are incident to the vertex but do not belong to D,
is 2(D) − D ∩ (2(D)), i.e. the 2-neighbours of darts of B minus all boundary darts
(which are the darts that make up B ∩ (D(B))). These darts are the only ones that
should be valid values for y. The two preconditions are summed up in the following
predicate:
Denition 25 (PRECONDITIONS RELATED TO TOPOLOGY FOR STRC). Let
m be a smap and X and Y two darts. If there is a natural k such that 2◦(2◦1)k(X ) =
Y and such that for any natural k’ lower than k the inequality (2 ◦ 1)k′(X ) = Y
stands, then the topological preconditions for stretching a vertex with a closed edge
are satis4ed
Definition psstrc : fmap → dart → dart → dart
→ dart → dart → dart → Prop
:= m:smap X,Y,nx,ny,nx’,ny’:dart
(∃k : nat |
Y=(follow m X (pcons 2 (pathrep
(pcons 1 (pcons 2 pnil)) k)))
∧ ((∀k’:nat) k’6k
→ ¬Y=(follow m X (pathrep
(pcons 1 (pcons 2 pnil)) k’)))).
The second condition ensures that Y was reached without turning back. Having a
non-strict inequality k’6k forbids to take a boundary edge for Y. It also forbids the
case X=Y, as it leads to a contradiction with k’=0.
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Fig. 15. Only the dotted darts satisfy psstrc at x. Solid darts make up set B.
This predicate takes advantage of the fact that operation strc yields the same results
(modulo ∼= -equality) when applied to (m, x, y, nx, ny, nx’, ny’) and (m, (sos 1
x m), (sos 1 y m), ny, nx, ny’, nx’). Indeed, assume that we want to stretch the
vertex in Fig. 20 at darts x:=z and y:=z’. This would be forbidden as dart z’ belongs
to a boundary, and thus does not satisfy the topological preconditions as explained in
the previous paragraph. However, we really would like to be able to stretch the vertex
at these points. The trick is to alter the parameters of the operation by picking x:=(sos
1 z m) and y:=(sos 1 z’ m) and swapping nx and ny, as well as nx’ and ny’.
In this case, the topological preconditions would be satis4ed, and thus the stretching
would be allowed. It is easy to see that this stretching yields the same result that
the one that was previously forbidden. The point here is that although the topological
preconditions may be too strict and prohibit stretchings at boundary darts, which we
must be able to perform in further proofs, there is a way to circumvent them in this
case (Fig. 15).
6.4. Sliding along a boundary
Let us consider two distinct edges 2-sewn together, the 4rst of which is next to a
boundary, i.e. incident to an outer vertex (Fig. 21). This operation consists in “sliding”
the sewing along this boundary, which consists in ripping it and sewing the second
edge to the boundary edge next to the 4rst edge (Fig. 16).
Denition 26 (SLIDING ALONG A BOUNDARY). Let m be a free map and x and
bx two darts. First the 2-sewings of the edge incident to x are ripped, then the edges
incident to (sos 0 (sos 2 x m) m) and bx are 2-sewn
Definition slide : fmap → dart → dart → fmap
m:fmap x,bx:dart
(sm 2 (unsm 2 m x) bx (sos 0 (sos 2 x m) m)).
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Fig. 16. Example of sliding.
6.4.1. Stability preconditions, stability lemma and localized function
Denition 27 (STABILITY PRECONDITIONS FOR SLIDING). Let m be a smap
and x and bx two darts. If m is of dimension 3, if x is not a 4xpoint of 2, and if bx
is the boundary neighbor of x, then the stability preconditions for sliding are satis4ed
for these values
Definition psslide : fmap → dart → dart → Prop
m:fmap x,bx:dart
3=m ∧ x=(sos 2 x m) ∧ (bnd m x bx).
For this operation, we have strong, and not simply weak, stability because well-
constructedness is preserved by slide :
Lemma 8 (STABILITY OF WELL CONSTRUCTEDNESS BY SLIDING).
Lemma S WCST SLIDE : (∀m:smap; ∀x,bx:dart)
(psslide m x bx) → (wcst 3 (slide m x bx)).
Thus the localized version of slide is simpler, as no s-conversion is required.
Denition 28 (SLIDING IN A S-MAP).
Definition sslide : (∀m:smap; ∀x,bx:dart)
(∀p:(psslide m x bx)) → smap
(mks (S WCST SLIDE p)).
6.4.2. Topological preconditions
It must be ensured that no boundary is either added or removed. To do so, it is
assumed that there are enough boundary edges on both sides of the edge the sewing of
which will be slid. All that it takes is two consecutive boundary edges in the direction
of the sliding, and one in the opposite direction. Thus, after sliding, there will be
one left in the direction of the sliding and two on the opposite. The formalization is
not that obvious:
Denition 29 (PRECONDITIONS RELATED TO TOPOLOGY FOR SLIDING).
Let m be a smap and x and bx two darts. If the vertex incident to (sos 0 x m) is
not an inner vertex, and if the boundary neighbor of (sos 0 bx m) is not bx itself,
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Fig. 17. Case where (slide m x bx) is topologically forbidden.
then the topological preconditions for sliding are satis4ed
Definition ptslide : smap → dart → dart → Prop
m:smap x,bx:dart
¬(innervertex m (sos 0 x m))
∧ bx=(bn (sos 0 bx m) m).
Function bn was previously de4ned; it computes the boundary neighbour of a dart.
If the vertex incident to (sos 0 x m) is not inner, then there exists a boundary edge
to which it is incident, thus ensuring that there is a boundary on the opposite direction
of the sliding. As dart bx is a boundary dart, as a consequence of the stabiliy precon-
ditions, there is a boundary in the direction of the sliding. Dart bx is incident to that
boundary. If this boundary only features one edge, then it entails bx=(sos 0 bx m).
Otherwise, the boundary features at least two edges. The forbidden case is depicted in
Fig. 17.
6.5. Dart renaming
This function allows to apply a function of type dart → dart to all darts appear-
ing in a map:
Denition 30 (RENAMING THE DARTS OF A MAP).
Fixpoint rename : (dart → dart) → fmap → fmap
:= f:(dart → dart) m:fmap Cases m of
v ⇒ v
| (i x m’) ⇒ (i (f x) (rename f m’))
| (l (c n x y) m’)
⇒ (l (c n (f x) (f y)) (rename f m’))
end.
6.5.1. Stability preconditions, stability lemma and localized function
The application of (rename f) may replace di>erent darts with a single one when
f is not injective on m, which may endanger the weak stability of well-constructedness.
Hence the precondition:
Denition 31 (STABILITY PRECONDITIONS FOR RENAMING). Let m a fmap
and f a function from darts into darts. If for any pair of darts equality of their images
by f entails their equality, then the preconditions are satis4ed
Definition psrename : (dart → dart) → fmap → Prop
:= f:(dart → dart) m:fmap
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(∀x,y:dart) (exd x m) → (exd y m)
→ (f x)=(f y) → x=y.
Lemma 9 (WEAK STABILITY OF WELL-CONSTRUCTEDNESS FOR RENAM-
ING).
Lemma S WF RENAME : (∀f:(dart → dart); ∀m:smap)
(psrename f m) → (wf 3 (rename f m)).
Strong stability does stand, but is hard to prove and does not bring much more than
weak stability.
Denition 32 (RENAMING IN A S-MAP).
Definition srename : (∀f:(dart → dart); ∀m:smap)
(∀p:(psrename f m))
(ng s (mkng (S WF RENAME p))).
6.5.2. Topological preconditions
There are none.
Denition 33 (TOPOLOGICAL PRECONDITIONS FORT RENAMING).
Definition ptrename : (dart → dart) → smap → Prop
:=  :(dart → dart)  :smap True.
6.6. Topological equivalence
We may now formally de4ne topological equivalence, denoted ∼ , as the smallest
relation satisfying the following properties:
• Two ∼ -equal maps are topologically equivalent.
• If one map is obtained from another with the application of a conservative operation
(which covers the fact that the topological preconditions must have been satis4ed),
then the two maps are topologically equivalent.
• Topological equivalence is symmetrical and transitive.
The 4rst property also ensures the rePexivity of topological equivalence. The formal
de4nition of topological equivalence is:
Denition 34 (TOPOLOGICAL EQUIVALENCE).
Inductive ∼ : (relation fmap)
:= TEQ FMEQ : (∀m,m’:fmap) m ∼= m’ → m ∼ m’
| TEQ DELEDGE :
(∀m:smap; ∀x:dart; ∀p:(psdeledge m x))
(ptdeledge m x) → m ∼ (sdeledge p)
| TEQ STRO :
(∀m:smap; ∀x,nx,ny:dart; ∀p:(psstro m x nx ny))
(ptstro m x nx ny) → m ∼ (sstro p)
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| TEQ STRC :
(∀m:smap; ∀X,Y,nxX,nyX,nxY,nyY:dart)
(∀p:(psstrc m X Y nxX nyX nxY nyY))
(ptstrc m X Y nxX nyX nxY nyY)
→ m ∼ (sstrc p)
| TEQ SLIDE :
(∀m:smap; ∀x,bx:dart; ∀p:(psslide m x bx))
(ptslide m x bx) → m ∼ (sslide p)
| TEQ RENAME :
(∀m:smap; ∀f:(dart → dart); ∀p:(psrename m x))
(ptrename m x) → m ∼ (srename p)
| TEQ SYM : (∀m,m’:fmap) m ∼ m’ → m’ ∼ m
| TEQ TRANS : (∀m,m’,m’’:fmap)
m ∼ m’ → m’ ∼ m’’ → m ∼ m’’.
Our selection of conservative operations is far from encompassing all possibilities.
As a matter of fact, it is not su5cient to prove the classi4cation theorem, which
requires one additional operation. After the article was 4rst written, we also proved a
slight variation on this trading theorem that does not use strc at all and uses deledge
only on open edges. It requires a slight modi4cation of the normal maps as de4ned
hereafter. As, for us, these two operations are the most dubious of the lot, the variant
is slightly better. We still present the original version though, as the new one is the
same as the old one without the 4rst and eleventh step of the proof.
7. Normal maps
7.1. De=nitions and choices
The next step in our speci4cation consists in formally describing the topology of
surfaces Pp;q;r . Remember that these surfaces are meant to be normal elements of the
classi4cation of maps with respect to their topology. The maps that we have chosen to
represent them are called normal maps. As these surfaces are completely determined
by the naturals p; q and r, there is a trivial speci4cation for normal maps:
Denition 35 (NORMAL MAPS). A normal map is a natural triplet
Inductive nm : Set := mknm : nat → nat → nat → cn
The three projectors of nm are noted nme, nmb and nmt. The 4nal letters of each of
these projectors come from the initials of ear, bridge and twisted ear. For instance, if
m is a normal map, (nmb m) is its number of bridges.
Obviously, this representation of normal maps has nothing to do with our represen-
tation of g-maps. We are trying to prove the trading theorem, which states that any
surface Pp+1;q+1;r+1 is homeomorphic to Pp+1;q;r+3. To do so, we must then prove that
(mknm (p+1) (q+1) (r+1)) is topologically equivalent to (mknm (p+1) q (r+3)).
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Fig. 18. Map representing P1;1;1.
Fig. 19. Map representing P3;2;2.
But topological equivalence is de4ned on fmap (and could not have been convincingly
be de4ned on normal maps), thus the objects of type nm must 4rst be projected into
maps prior to being topologically compared. To do so, we must de4ne a function of
type nm → fmap, or better of type nm → smap, that turns a natural triplet into a
map representing a subdivision of the corresponding Pp;q;r surface. Now, the question
is: what free (or s-) maps should correspond to a given normal map? The main crite-
rion is that the resulting maps should be as intuitively close to the represented surfaces
as possible. Remember that surface Pp;q;r is a disc to which p annuli (or “ears”), q
punctured tori (or “bridges”) and q MRobius strips (or “twisted ears”). We hope that
the reader will be convinced that the maps in Fig. 18 does represent a subdivision
of surface P1;1;1, and that Fig. 19 represents a subdivision of surface P3;2;2. The main
problem with these maps is that they are very big: each ear adds 38 darts, each bridge
44 and each twisted ear 24. As we work modulo ∼ , we are instead going to work
with the most convenient topological equivalent of those intuitive maps. Most conve-
nient basically means (almost) smallest. If we apply outer vertex fusion as often as
possible, we obtain the map model depicted in Fig. 20. In this model, the disc is made
up of only 2 darts, each ears takes 6 more, each bridge 8 and each twisted ear 4.
Obviously, this is a huge gain. As far as the number of darts goes, we cannot do any
better. But though it is the smallest version of the map, it is not actually the most
convenient one. We are indeed going to improve this version to get a simpler variant.
The variant takes advantage of the fact that the vertex incident to the disc darts
may be stretched in order to insert a closed edge there without altering the topology
of the map. If the resulting map, shown in Fig. 21, the loop representing the disc is
instead replaced with an ear pattern. This allows to avoid using a separate pattern for
the disc.
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Fig. 20. Smallest map representing P1;1;1.
Fig. 21. Normal map representing P1;1;1.
There are several algorithms to build a projected normal map, i.e. a map that is the
image of a normal map (a triplet of numbers) by our projection function. They di>er
by the order in which they insert the darts and the sewings. We have not found a
strong reason to pick one over the other, thus we chose a simple that yields an already
well-constructed free map. This property makes the algorithm very constrained: it must
4rst insert all darts, then perform all cell sewings at dimension 0, then 1, then 2. The
projection is in 6 steps:
1. creation of a 2 + 6p+ 8q+ 4r automatically generated darts map;
2. sewings at dimension 0;
3. sewings at dimension 1;
4. sewings at dimension 2 in ears;
5. sewings at dimension 2 in bridges;
6. sewings at dimension 2 in twisted ears.
After each step, we want to obtain an s-map. To do so, we use the same strategy as
for conservative operations, which consists in de4ning a 4rst version of the operation
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Fig. 22. Projected normal map representing Pp;q;r .
in fmap, then prove that it yields a well-constructed map, then use this proof to build
a term of type smap. No stability preconditions are needed here as the operations are
so narrow that they always preserve well-constructedness. If we take a closer look at
the map model in Fig. 22, we can see that it is an edge cycle in which some edges
are 2-sewn to others. To perform the 4rst three steps of the projection, we de4ne a
function that builds a well-constructed edge cycle of any given length, the darts being
automatically generated.
7.2. Generation of a dart map
The de4nition is very straightforward, it consists in inserting into the empty map the
darts obtained by n applications of idg:
Denition 36 (GENERATION OF A DART MAP).
Fixpoint idgmap : nat → fmap
:= k:nat Cases k of
0 ⇒ v
(k’+1) ⇒ (i (idg k’) (idgmap k’))
end.
The well-constructedness of this map at dimension 0 is ensured by the injectivity of
idg. The well-constructedness at dimension 1 is deduced with WCST INC, a constructor
of wcst.
Lemma 10 (WELL-CONSTRUCTEDNESS OF THE IMAGES OF IDGMAP). Let k
be a natural. The dart map (idgset k) is well-constructed at dimension 1
Lemma WCST IDGMAP : (∀k:nat) (wcst 1 (idgset k))
Denition 37 (GENERATION OF A DARTS S-MAP).
Definition sidgmap : nat → smap
:= k:nat (mks (WCST IDGMAP k)).
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7.3. Generation of an edges map
The next step consists is performing all 0-sewings, i.e. gathering all darts into edges.
We take a 2n darts map, then 0-sew each dart of index 2k (or “dart 2k”) to dart 2k+1
for all k¡n.
Denition 38 (GENERATION OF AN EDGE MAP). For two naturals n and k, this
function yields the dart map of size 2*n in which darts (idg 2*k’) are 0-sewn to
darts (idg 2*k’+1) for all k’<k:
Fixpoint edgemap : nat → nat → fmap
:= n,k:nat Cases k of
0 ⇒ (sidgmap 2*n)
| (k’+1) ⇒ (sm 0 (edgemap n k’)
(idg 2*k’) (idg 2*k’+1)).
This function is underconstrained, as it states no link between k and n, but this is no
problem. We then show that these maps are well-constructed not only at
dimension 1, but also at dimension 2 as they contain no darts sewn to themselves at
dimension 0:
Lemma 11 (WELL-CONSTRUCTEDNESS OF THE IMAGES OF EDGEMAP). Let
k be a natural. The edge map (edgemap k k) is well-constructed at dimension 1
Lemma WCST EDGEMAP : (∀k:nat) (wcst 2 (edgemap k k)).
Denition 39 (GENERATION OF AN EDGE S-MAP).
Definition sedgemap : nat → smap
:= k:nat (mks (WCST EDGEMAP k)).
7.4. Generation of an edge cycle
The third step consists in 1-sewing the darts of an edge map to produce an edge
cycle. The algorithm is like the one of edgemap: to build a cycle of n edges, in the
general case where n ¿ 1, we start by producing a map of n edges, then 1-sew the
darts of indices 2k+1 to darts of indices 2k+2 for k¡n−1, then complete the cycle
by 1-sewing the dart of index 0 to the dart of index 2n− 1. The intermediary function
does this with two variables like edgemap:
Denition 40 (GENERATION OF AN EDGE CYCLE, GENERAL CASE).
Fixpoint cycle gen : nat → nat → fmap
:= n,k:nat Cases k of
0 ⇒ (sm 1 (edgemap n) (idg 0) (idg 2*n-1))
| (k’+1) ⇒ (sm 1 (cycle gen n k’)
(idg 2*k’+1) (idg 2*k’+2))
end.
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Note that for a given k this function performs k+1 cell sewings in a cell of n edges.
Thus, to build an n edges cycle we build map (cycle gen n (n-1)). The following
functions produce cycles of any size by dealing with sizes 0 and 1:
Denition 41 (GENERATION OF AN EDGE CYCLE). The edge cycle of size 0 is
the empty map. The edge cycle of size 1 is the edge map of size 1, i.e. an edge, the
ends of which are 1-sewn. The edge cycles of other sizes are obtained by application
of cycle gen
Definition cycle : nat → fmap
:= k:nat Cases k of
0 ⇒ v
| 1 ⇒ (sm 1 (edgemap 1) (idg 0) (idg 1))
| k ⇒ (cycle gen k (k-1))
end.
As before, we prove the well-constructedness of this map and then deduce an oper-
ation of edge cycle construction on smap. These smaps are called s-cycles:
Lemma 12 (WELL-CONSTRUCTEDNESS OF THE IMAGES OF CYCLE). Let k be
a natural. The edge cycle (cycle k) is well-constructed at dimension 2
Lemma WCST CYCLE : (∀k:nat) (wcst 3 (cycle k)).
Denition 42 (GENERATION OF A S-CYCLE OF EDGES).
Definition scycle : nat → smap
:= k:nat (mks (WCST CYCLE k)).
To summarize, s-map (scycle k) is a dimension 3 s-map the darts of which are
(idg 0), (idg 1), . . . , (idg 2*k-1) such that for any n6 k the dart 2n is 0-sewn
to dart 2n+ 1 and 1-sewn to dart (2n− 1)mod 2k, and such that all darts are 2-sewn
to themselves.
7.5. Pattern generation
In this step, we produce projected normal maps themselves. As stated before, a
normal map is built from an edge cycle in which edges are 2-sewn in order to form
patterns representing ears, bridges and twisted ears. One step is performed for each
pattern kind. To generate an ear pattern, three consecutive edges are needed, and the
4rst is 2-sewn to the third in the right orientation. To generate n ear patterns, the
process must be iterated n times by considering 3n consecutive edges and 2-sewings
each 3k + 1th edge to the matching 3k + 3th edge with the right orientation for all
k¡n.
Denition 43 (GENERATION OF AN EDGE CYCLE WITH EAR PATTERNS).
Let size and p be two naturals. This function yields the cycle of size edges in which
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edges incident to darts 6*k and 6*k+5 are 2-sewn for all k<p
Fixpoint cycle ear : nat → nat → fmap
:= size,p:nat Cases p of
0 ⇒ (scycle size)
| (p’+1) ⇒ (sm 2 (cycle ear size p’)
(idg 6*k) (idg 6*k+5))
end.
We then introduce the bridge patterns by 2-sewing the edges following the ones
used for the ears. A bridge pattern consists in 4 consecutive edges such that the 4rst
one is sewn to the third one and the second one to the fourth one:
Denition 44 (GENERATION OF AN EDGE CYCLE WITH EAR AND BRIDGE
PATTERNS). Let size, p and q three naturals. This function yields the cycle of size
edges with p ear patterns in which edges incident to darts 6*p+2*k and 6*p+7*k, and
those to darts 6*p and 6*p+5*k are 2-sewn, for all k<q
Fixpoint cycle ear brd : nat → nat → fmap
:= size,p,q:nat Cases q of
0 ⇒ (cycle ear size p)
| (q’+1) ⇒ (sm 2 (sm 2
(cycle ear brd size p q’)
(idg 6*p+2*q’) (idg 6*p+7*q’))
(idg 6*p) (idg 6*p+5*q’))
end.
The last 2-sewings are those of twisted ear patterns, that are simply two consecutive
edges 2-sewn to each other:
Denition 45 (GENERATION OF AN EDGE CYCLE WITH EAR, BRIDGE AND
TWISTED EAR PATTERNS). Let size, p, q and r be three naturals. This function
yields the cycle of size edges with p ear patterns and q bridge patterns in which
edges incident to darts 6*p+8*q+k and 6*p+8*q+k+1 are 2-sewn for all k<q
Fixpoint cycle ear brd twe : nat → nat → nat → fmap
:= size,p,q,r:nat Cases r of
0 ⇒ (cycle ear brd size p)
| (r’+1) ⇒ (sm 2
(cycle ear brd twe size p q r’)
(idg 6*p+8*q+2*r’) (idg 6*p+8*q+2*r’+1))
end.
We may now use this function to de4ne a projection of normal maps into free maps:
Denition 46 (PROJECTION OF NORMAL MAPS INTO FREE MAPS). Let
m be a normal map. This function yields the edge cycle with (nme m) ear patterns,
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(nmb m) bridge patterns and (nmt m) twisted ear patterns, with just enough edges to
build all these patterns
Definition nm fmap : nm → fmap
:= m:nm
(cycle ear brd twe
3*(nme p)+4*(nmb p)+2*(nmt p)
(nme p) (nmb p) (nmt p)).
We now prove that this projection yields well-constructed maps at dimension 3
regardless of its argument, thus allowing to de4ne a projection from normal maps to
fmap.
Lemma 13 (WELL-CONSTRUCTEDNESS OF CYCLES WITH PATTERNS).
Lemma WCST NM FMAP :
(∀m:nm) (wcst 3 (nm fmap m)).
Denition 47 (PROJECTION OF NORMAL MAPS INTO SMAPS).
Definition nm smap : nm → smap
:= m:nm (mks (WCST NM FMAP m)).
This function is then declared as a coercion from nm to smap. This allows to use
normal maps whenever we mean projected normal maps. The set of projected nor-
mal maps, i.e. normal maps in the intuitive sense, is the set of maps generated with
(cycle ear brd twe) along with well-constructedness proofs.
The set of darts belonging to a projected normal map m is (idg 0), (idg 1),
. . . , (idg 6*(nme m)+8*(nmb m)+4*(nmt m)). During our manipulations, it is rather
unintuitive to refer to a dart by index: indeed, we naturally rather tend to think about
the “3rd dart of the 2nd twisted ear” rather than the dart of index 6*(nme m)+8*(nmb
m)+2*(2-1)+(3-1). To do so, we introduce three more selectors on darts that share
these semantics. There de4nitions take into account the fact that darts and patterns are
numbered from 0 on:
Denition 48 (DIRECT ACCESS TO A DART OF AN EAR). Let m be a normal
map and e and pos two naturals. The (pos+1)th dart of the (e+1)th ear of m is the
dart of index 6*e+pos
Definition eard : nm → nat → nat → dart
:= m:nm e,pos:nat
(idg (pos+6*e)).
Denition 49 (DIRECT ACCESS TO A DART OF A BRIDGE). Let m be a normal
map and b and pos two naturals. The (pos+1)th dart of the (b+1)th bridge of m is
the dart of index 6*(nme m)+8*b+pos
Definition brdd : nm → nat → nat → dart
:= m:nm b,pos:nat
(idg (6*(nme m)+8*b+pos)).
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Denition 50 (DIRECT ACCESS TO A DART OF A TWISTED EAR). Let m be
a normal map and t and pos two naturals. The (pos+1)th dart of the (t+1)th twisted
ear of m is the dart of index 6*(nme m)+8*(nmb m)+4*t+pos
Definition twed : nm → nat → nat → dart
:= m:nm t,pos:nat
(idg (6*(nme m)+8*(nmb m)+4*t+pos)).
These selectors are underconstrained in that their arguments may take too high values.
However, as we control well the use of these selectors, this is simply solved by adding
some preconditions on these values in the lemmas that use them.
8. Trading theorem
We now have all elements to prove the trading theorem for open surfaces. Let
us remind it: “for any triplet (p; q; r) such that p¿1 and r¿1, surface Pp;q+1;r is
homeomorphic to Pp;q;r+2”. In our speci4cation, it amounts to de4ne the following
function:
Denition 51 (TRADE). From a normal map, this function yields the same map with
an extra bridge and two fewer twisted ears
Definition trade : nm → nm
:= m:nm (mknm (nme p) (nmb p)+1 (nmt p)-2).
and then prove the following conjecture:
Conjecture 1 (TRADING THEOREM). Any normal map with at least one ear and
3 twisted ears is topologically equivalent to the same map with an extra bridge and
two fewer twisted ears
Conjecture (∀p:nm)
(3 6 (nmt p)) → ¬(nme p)=0 → p ∼ (trade p).
To do so, we transform the initial normal map with 11 operations and prove that
we obtain the sought map. At each step, we make sure that the performed operations
are indeed conservative, and thus we deduce that the initial and 4nal map, as well as
all intermediary maps, are topologically equivalent.
At each step, the process is the same: we tell which operation to perform, we check
its stability and topological preconditions, then apply the operation to the previous map,
then prove a series of lemmas describing the behaviour of selectors in the resulting
map. At the last step, we must prove that the resulting map is ∼= -equal to the normal
map with an extra bridge and two fewer twisted ears. We note stepx the function
that, from a proof that a given normal map features at least 3 twisted ears, yields this
map to which the x 4rst operations have been applied. These operations mostly deal
with three consecutive twisted ears. We choose the ones of index 0, 1 and 2, i.e. the
ones right after the bridges, in order to simplify computings.
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Fig. 23. Initial state: (a) two views of the initial projected normal map, (b) initial surface.
Each step will be illustrated by two 4gures. The left-hand one is a diagram rep-
resenting the current state of the map we work on, right after it has undergone the
current step. On this diagram, one dart is dashed. This is the dart on which the next
operation will be applied. More precisely, if the next operation is a slide, the dart has
the role of dart x in Fig. 16, i.e. the dart that will end up unsewn, and the boundary
neighbour of which will end up sewn instead. The right-hand one is a sketch of a
surface that is represented by the current map to which open edges have been added to
facilitate drawing. On the sketch, some parts of the boundary are in bold: each of these
sections corresponds to one of the edges that actually belong to the map, the sections
in normal thickness correspond to edges that were added to improve readability. On
both the diagram and the sketch, edges will be labeled by letters so that relating them
is easier. The starting map and surface are pictured in Fig. 23. The number beneath
each pattern is its number: the ear pattern is ear number 0, and the three represented
twisted ear patterns are twisted ears number 0 through 2 in the map. Note that the ear
pattern corresponds to the boundary of the initial surface.
8.1. Step 1
Let us call m the normal map in which we are working. The 4rst step consists in
deleting the edge incident to dart (eard m 0 0), i.e. the 4rst dart of the 4rst ear
in the map (see that it was dashed in Fig. 23). The result of Step 1 is depicted in
Fig. 24. Note that the sketch is unchanged, as the edge did not explicitly appear on it.
The operation is indeed conservative as the vertex incident to this dart is inner. The
purpose of this operation is to put on a boundary the one vertex to which all bridge
and twisted ear darts are incident to, as this is a necessary condition to perform slides
and stretchings on them. We make sure that the preconditions are satis4ed:
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Fig. 24. Result of Step 1.
Lemma 14 (STABILITY PRECONDITIONS AT STEP 1). Let m be a normal map
featuring three or more twisted ears. The stability preconditions for the deletion of
the edge incident to (eard m 0 0) are satis=ed for m
Lemma STEP1 STAB : (∀m:nm)
(3 6 (nmt p)) → ¬(nme p)=0
→ (psdeledge m (eard m 0 0)).
Lemma 15 (TOPOLOGICAL PRECONDITIONS AT STEP 1). Let m be a normal
map with three or more twisted ears. The topological preconditions for the deletion
of the edge incident to (eard m 0 0) are satis=ed for m
Lemma STEP1 TOPO : (∀m:nm)
(3 6 (nmt p)) → ¬(nme p)=0
→ (ptdeledge m (eard m 0 0)).
As stability preconditions are satis4ed, we may perform the edge removal. With
notation stepk de4ned above, it states:
Denition 52 (STEP 1).
Definition step1 : (∀m:nm; ∀lr:(3 6 (nmt m)))
(∀ne:(¬(nme p)=0))
:= m:nm lr:(3 6 (nmt m)) ne:(¬(nme p)=0)
(sdeledge (STEP1 STAB lr)).
By applying STEP1 TOPO to the de4nition of topological equivalence, we immedi-
ately deduce:
Lemma 16 (TOPOLOGICAL EQUIVALENCE OF A NORMAL MAP AND ITS
IMAGE BY STEP 1).
Lemma TEQ STEP1 : (∀m:nm; ∀lr:(3 6 (nmt m)))
(∀ne:(¬(nme p)=0))
m ∼ (step1 lr ne).
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We then build a library of lemmas describing the behaviour of selectors in step1.
These lemmas will be used to study the map obtained at the next step. A sample
lemma is:
Lemma 17 (EXISTENCE OF EAR DARTS IN THE IMAGES OF STEP 1). Let m be
a normal map, lr a proof that m features at least 3 twisted ears, and e and pos two
naturals. If e and pos allow to designate an ear dart of m, i.e. if e6(nme m) and
pos65, then dart (eard m e pos) belongs to (step1 lr) provided e=0, pos=2 or
pos=3
Lemma STEP1 EXD EARD : (∀m:nm; ∀lr:(3 6 (nmt m)))
(∀ne:(¬(nme p)=0); ∀e,pos:nat)
e6(nme m) → pos65
→ e=0 ∨ pos=2 ∨ pos=3
→ (exd (eard m 0 0) (step1 lr ne)).
We show about thirty such lemmas that we will not detail here. Each of them
describes selectors (exd, (alpha 0), (alpha 1), . . . ) for one of the dart types (eard,
brdd, twed).
8.2. Step 2
The second operation consists in enlarging the boundary that is incident to it by
stretching this vertex with open edges in two places. The 4rst one is spotted by dart
(twed m 2 3), so we insert an ear between this dart and its 1-successor with opera-
tion sstro. Note that though the dart is de4ned relatively to m, the transformation is
indeed applied to the image of m by step1 and not m itself: indeed, this dart belongs
to both maps. The process is the same as for the previous step: we show that the
preconditions are satis4ed, then we de4ne step2 like we de4ned step1, and 4nally
prove the properties of step2. The stretching of a vertex by an open edge requires
to provide the darts of the new edge. We choose (idgen m 0) and (idgen m 1).
Remember that (idgen m) is an injective function that yields darts that do not belong
to m. The result of Step 2 is depicted in Fig. 25.
Fig. 25. Result of Step 2.
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Lemma 18 (STABILITY PRECONDITIONS FOR STEP 2). Let m be a normal map
featuring three or more twisted ears. The stability preconditions for the stretching of
the vertex incident to (twed m 0 0) by an open ear are satis=ed for m
Lemma STEP2 STAB : (∀m:nm; ∀lr:36(nmt m); ∀ne:(¬(nme p)=0))
(psstro (step1 lr ne) (twed m 2 3)
(idgen m 0) (idgen m 1)).
Lemma 19 (TOPOLOGICAL PRECONDITIONS FOR STEP 2).
Lemma STEP2 TOPO : (∀m:nm; ∀lr:36(nmt m))
(∀ne:(¬(nme p)=0))
(ptstro (step1 lr ne) (twed m 2 3)
(idgen m 0) (idgen m 1)).
Denition 53 (STEP 2).
Definition step2 : (∀m:nm; ∀lr:(3 6 (nmt m)))
(∀ne:(¬(nme p)=0))
:= m:nm lr:(3 6 (nmt m)) ne:(¬(nme p)=0)
(sstro (STEP1 STAB lr ne)).
Lemma 20 (TOPOLOGICAL EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN THE IMAGES BY STEP1
AND STEP2 OF A NORMAL MAP).
Lemma TEQ STEP2 : (∀m:nm; ∀lr:(3 6 (nmt m)))
(∀ne:(¬(nme p)=0))
(step1 lr ne) ∼ (step2 lr ne).
8.3. Other steps
The following operations must still be performed: Figs. 26–34.
The renaming function is the following:
Denition 54 (DART RENAMING FUNCTION FOR THE LAST STEP). De-
pending on its argument x, this function yields:
• If x=(twed m 0 0) then (brdd (trade m) (nmb m) 0);
• If x=(twed m 0 1) then (brdd (trade m) (nmb m) 1);
Fig. 26. Result of Step 3: Stretching the vertex incident to (twed m 2 1) by an open edge made up of
darts (idgen m 2) and (idgen m 3).
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Fig. 27. Result of Step 4: Sliding the 2-sewing incident to (twed m 0 0) towards (eard m 0 3).
Fig. 28. Result of Step 5: Sliding it further towards (idgen m 1).
Fig. 29. Result of Step 6: Sliding the 2-sewing incident to (twed m 1 3) towards (idgen m 2).
Fig. 30. Result of Step 7: slide the 2-sewing incident to (twed m 2 3) towards (twed m 0 1).
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Fig. 31. Result of Step 8: Slide the 2-sewing incident to (twed m 0 3) towards (twed m 2 2).
Fig. 32. Result of Step 9: Remove the open edge incident to (twed m 0 2).
Fig. 33. Result of Step 10: remove the open edge incident to (twed m 1 2).
Fig. 34. Result of Steps 11 and 12: stretch the vertex incident to (eard p 0 3) in order to recreate the
edge removed at the 4rst step and rename darts.
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• If x=(twed m 1 0) then (brdd (trade m) (nmb m) 2);
• If x=(twed m 1 1) then (brdd (trade m) (nmb m) 3);
• If x=(twed m 2 0) then (brdd (trade m) (nmb m) 4);
• If x=(twed m 2 1) then (brdd (trade m) (nmb m) 5);
• If x=(idgen m 2) then (brdd (trade m) (nmb m) 6);
• If x=(idgen m 3) then (brdd (trade m) (nmb m) 7);
• If x=(twed m 2 2) then (twed (trade m) 0 0);
• If x=(twed m 2 3) then (twed (trade m) 0 1);
• If x=(idgen m 0) then (twed (trade m) 0 2);
• If x=(idgen m 1) then (twed (trade m) 0 3);
• x oherwise
Definition trade rename : nm → dart → dart
:= m:nm x:dart
Cases (EQ DART DEC x (twed m 0 0)) of
(left ) ⇒ (brdd (trade m) (plb p) 0)
| (right ) ⇒ Cases (EQ DART DEC x (twed m 0 1)) of
(left ) ⇒ (brdd (trade m) (plb p) 1)
| (right ) ⇒ Cases (EQ DART DEC x (twed m 1 0)) of
(left ) ⇒ (brdd (trade m) (plb p) 2)
| (right ) ⇒
...
⇒ Cases (EQ DART DEC x (idgen p 1)) of
(left ) ⇒ (twed (trade m) 0 3)
| (right ) ⇒ x
end.
After these 12 steps, we check that the resulting map is indeed ∼= -equal to the
expected map:
Lemma 21 (EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN IMAGES OF STEP12 AND TRADE).
Lemma FMEQ STEP12 TRADE : (∀m:nm; ∀lr:(36(nmt p)))
(∀ne:(¬(nme p)=0))
(trade m) ∼= (step12 lr ne).
By transitivity of topological equivalence, we 4nally deduce:
Theorem 22 (TRADING THEOREM).
Theorem TRADING THEOREM : (∀m:nm)
36(nmt p) → ¬(nme p)=0 → m ∼ (trade m).
9. Conclusion
Finding inspiration in some aspects of the methodology used in [21], we have devel-
oped a hierarchical three-level formal speci4cation of generalized maps in the Calculus
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of Inductive Constructions, a type theory extended with inductive de4nitions. The top
of the hierarchy is the type of unconstrained free maps. Then we have introduced g-
maps themselves, which are free maps that are well-formed with respect to geometric
modelling requirements. Sewn-cells maps are special generalized maps, exclusively built
with two heavily constrained operations of dart insertion and cell sewing that give her
an incremental structure, whereas g-maps have a synthetical structure. G-maps and s-
maps are actually the formalizations of two di>erent usual mathematical de4nitions of
the generalized maps. With the help of proof CIC-based assistant Coq we have shown
to some degree the soundness and completeness of our axiomatics. In particular, by
explicitly building s-conversion, i.e. conversion between s-maps and g-maps modulo
reordering of darts and sewings insertions, we have proved that the set of generalized
maps was equivalent to the one of sewn-cells maps.
Then we attacked the surface classi4cation theorem, by 4nding a way to express it
in our speci4cation, then proved its second half, called the trading theorem. To do so,
we had to model topological equivalence at the surface subdivisions level with the help
of a number of very constrained operations that are assumed to preserve the topology
of their arguments. The fact that our proof, that applies to surfaces represented by
generalized maps, is a straightforward adaptation of a proof of the trading theorem on
surfaces represented as panel patchworks suggests that our speci4cation is 4tting when
describing surfaces.
Our formal developments have become quite sizeable: our speci4cation features
222 de4nitions, 1458 lemmas and theorem, the proofs of which add up to a total of
37,000 lines, and three times that amount if we include the proof of the normalization
theorem.
In the future, it would also be interesting to make sure that the operation that we use
do indeed preserve topology by formalizing it, or at least by showing that the opera-
tions we use preserve numerical topological characteristics such as genus, orientabiltiy
coe5cient and boundary count.
Finally, this work could be the basis of the development of a systematic methodology
that would be used to attack combinatorial algebraic topology problems. The main
target is a good de4nition of discrete surfaces for discrete geometry and the correspon-
ding algorithms, in order to tackle the di5cult problems that lie in 3D voxel-based
imagery [4].
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